
Jack Jill up

fetch pail of water

™
Jack and Jill 
Picture Communication Symbols

fell

broke crown (head) tumbling fellmore finished / all donesore / ouchsad

tumblingcrown (head)
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went / go

hill

broke after
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Jack

to fetch

and broke

went

Jack

and Jill

and Jill

a pail of water

his crown

up the hill

fell down

came tumbling after.

™
Jack and Jill 
Key Word Sign

(southern)(northern)
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JACK (boy)
Rub edge of 
extended dominant 
index finger
forwards and 
backwards across 
chin, twice.

JILL (girl)
Extend dominant 
index finger, cross 
body and stroke
non-dominant 
cheek with edge of 
finger, twice.

WENT (go)
Hold flat dominant 
hand close to 
body, palm facing 
in. Swing hand 
out finishing with 
fingers forward. 
*With directionality.

HILL
Cup dominant hand, 
fingers together 
and move in front 
of body in an arc 
from non-dominant 
to dominant side, 
drawing a hill.

FETCH (take)
Open dominant 
hand, palm down, 
in front of body. 
Simultaneously 
move dominant 
hand towards chest, 
palm down, while 
making a fist (natural 
gesture - mime the 
action).

WATER
NORTHERN 
(NSW, QLD)
Hold dominant 
hand near face, 
palm facing mouth. 
Move fingertips of 
the dominant hand 
onto thumb, twice.

WATER
SOUTHERN 
(VIC, SA, WA, NT, TAS)
Stroke edge of 
extended crooked 
dominant index  
finger down  
cheek, twice. 

FELL 
Place extended index 
and middle fingers 
on palm of non-
dominant hand. Turn 
dominant hand over. 
*May rest extended 
index and middle
fingers on palm of 
non-dominant hand.

LYRICS

Jack and Jill went up the hill              
To fetch a pail of water

Jack fell down and broke his crown
And Jill came tumbling after.
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TUMBLING
(Natural gesture) 
Roll hands in a 
tumbling motion. 

CROWN (head)
(Natural gesture)
Touch top of head.  

BROKE (break)
Place both fists 
together, palms 
down in front of 
body. Separate 
hands in a breaking 
action, moving fists 
up and apart.
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AFTER
NORTHERN 
(NSW, QLD)
With dominant hand 
at chest height, 
extend index finger 
and thumb. Close 
index finger onto 
thumb, twice. 

AFTER
SOUTHERN 
(VIC, SA, WA, NT, TAS) 
Crook dominant index 
finger around thumb. 
Flick thumb up. 


